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Cannibale 

"Winning Combination"

The speak-easy, bygone vibe is in full-force at this barber shop and

neighborhood cocktail bar. Sulky light glows from fixtures out of the

1930s, a massive marble-top counter dominates the interior, and a friendly

guiding principle to have patrons well-fed, well-groomed, well-imbibed win

the day and night here. The food menu is a bit more contemporary than

the aesthetics suggest, with kale salad, bahn mi sandwiches, and

vegetarian selections. The cuts, however, are to-the point, and do not get

more sophisticated than the “fancy beard trim.” Please note that the bar

stays open until the very early morning, while the barber shop closes

between 4p and 9p.

 +1 403 454 5808  www.cannibale.ca/  831 1st Avenue, Calgary AB
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Raw Bar 

"Casual Dining"

Offering contemporary cuisine in a casual setting, Raw Bar at the Arts is a

popular restaurant in Calgary. Enjoy a delectable fare from their menu that

has been inspired by what they call "Vietmodern" cuisine. This place also

boasts of an extensive cocktail menu, that has received many accolades.

All your meals can also be relished by the poolside patio.

 +1 403 266 4611  www.hotelarts.ca/raw-

bar.html

 info@hotelarts.ca  119 12th Avenue Southwest,

Hotel Arts, Calgary AB
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Proof 

"Stress-Free Cocktails"

At Proof, each night is all about perfectly crafted cocktails and stress-free

service. The quirky cocktail bar believes that their guests should be able

to sip and savor without having to pack into a crowded bar, which is why

they only allow in as many people as they have chairs. The bar has a

seasonal menu that changes with ingredients they purchase from local

producers, which means that guests are only served the freshest of

cocktails and tapas. Also on offer are a curated selection of wines and

beer.

 +1 403-246-2414  www.proofyyc.com/  info@proofyyc.com  1302 1st Street Southwest,

Calgary AB
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Milk Tiger Lounge 

"Chic Hipster Lounge"

Milk Tiger Lounge is a great place in downtown Calgary if you want to

spend the evening with friends over cool libations and good music. The

chic lounge whips up some of the meanest and most original cocktails

that you won't find anywhere else in town. The vibe is funky and

reminiscent of urban New York bars. Also they have an excellent choice of

food items on the menu. The crowd is very diverse so you won't feel out of
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place.

 +1 403 261 5009  1410 4 Street Southwest, Calgary AB
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Model Milk 

"Farm-to-Table in a Rustic Creamery"

Before opening the space, the owners and collaborators of Model Milk

sought to create a menu and a restaurant that would combine both

innovation and comfort. They support local farmers by sourcing

ingredients produced around the region, and seek to use every last inch of

whatever produce and meat they can get their hands on. What has

resulted is a restaurant and bar that feels both homey and elegant.

Modern Milk is located within in an old creamery, so diners are seated at

wood tables nestled against authentic brick walls that give the space mix

of contemporary and rustic appeal. The menu focuses on simple, elegantly

crafted dishes, while the beverage list is an artisanal cocktail-lover's

dream. The restaurant also hosts a communal dinner every Sunday,

during which guests share a family-style meal that includes a first and

second course, as well as dessert.

 +1 403 265 7343  www.modelmilk.ca/  info@modelmilk.ca  308 17th Avenue Southwest,

Calgary AB
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Añejo 

"Best Margaritas in Calgary"

Añejo is an inspired Mexican restaurant that boasts an impressive

collection of over 200 tequilas, though most guests tend to sample the

restaurant's house-made margaritas, which have been called the best in

Calgary. The restaurant is housed in a multi-level industrial-chic building

lit by a gigantic skylight. Sample Jalisco-inspired delights like guacamole

prepared in a traditional lava rock mortar, or tuck into a variety of Mexican

dishes all crafted with the freshest of ingredients. Be sure to bring along

some friends to share a ceviche tasting alongside a variety of other

Mexican tapas.

 +1 587 353 2656  anejo.ca/4thstreet/  4thst@anejo.ca  2116 4th Street Southwest

#2, Calgary AB
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